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Articles …
World’s biggest factory to suck carbon from the sky turns on in Iceland. Orca system mixes greenhouse
gas with water and pumps it underground. Read more …
Most of remaining fossil fuel reserves must stay underground to limit climate crisis, study warns. Strict
extraction limits are needed to have at least a 50 per cent chance of limiting global warming to 1.5°C.
Read more …
If you want to know about life in an unvaccinated country, look to Uganda. Africa is paying the price of
western hoarding, and my country will endure Covid lockdowns until we get more doses. Read more …
Morocco’s ruling party suffers crushing defeat to liberal rivals. Justice and Development Party wins only
12 seats in 395-member parliament while National Rally of Independents (NRI) wins 97 seats.
Read more …
‘Anything goes’: how 9/11 led to a global security clampdown. The September 11 2001 attacks heralded a
big increase in repression in the name of the ‘war on terror’. Read more …

World at Lunch …
The six problems aviation must fix to hit net zero. With passenger numbers growing and time to slash
emissions dwindling fast, the industry must tackle urgent stumbling blocks on fuel, frequent flyers and
more. Read more …
Hardliners get key posts in new Taliban government. The Taliban have announced an interim government
in Afghanistan, declaring the country an "Islamic Emirate". Read more …
Afghanistan: Make-up artist forced to marry Taliban fighter when she was 11 now fears ‘honour killing’
‘If my husband finds me he will kill me because I was able to escape. My salon is shut, my hopes are
shattered’. Read more …
British Council to close 20 offices across globe after cuts and lost income. MP Nigel Adams, who spelt out
the cuts, says it is wrong to say council can only make impact with offices in-country. Read more …
Home Office and Kent Council face legal challenge over ‘unlawful’ treatment of child asylum seekers.
Charity launches legal action after it emerged hundreds of children held in unregulated hotels.
Read more …

Local news …
Creative call for people in Exeter to help build artwork urging action on climate change this September.
Read more …
Experts will use history and comedy to empower LGBTQ+ young people to play a central role in climate
activism as part of a major project held ahead of the COP26 conference. Read more …

Things to do …
Saturday 18th September 5:30 pm to 6:30 pm Corporate Courts – Communities fight back webinar
organised by Global Justice Now and War on Want. Details …
Wednesday 22nd September 3pm to 5pm How do new studies of abolition, liberation and survival change
our understanding of slavery and its legacies? Organised by Beniba Centre For Slavery Studies, University
Of Glasgow. Details …
Wednesday 22nd September 5:30pm to 7:00pm
Connect: Community-led Energy – organised by Exeter City Futures. Details …

Wednesday 22nd September 6:30pm to 8:15pm Trailblazers of Black Theatre illustrated talk by Stephen
Bourne, author of Deep are the Roots, an odyssey into Black history on the stage. Details …

Campaigns …
Saudi Arabia is executing child defendants. And Abdullah al Howaiti could be next. Petition …
Join with Indigenous people calling for the protection of biodiversity. Petition …

